The Secondary Sources Library page contains a listing of secondary source publications available on Westlaw and allows you to easily browse and search those secondary sources most relevant to your needs.

Using Search to Find a Publication
You can search for or across publications from the Secondary Sources Library in the following ways:

1. **Type Ahead**: If there is a specific publication you are looking for, use the Type Ahead functionality within the Global Search Box to go directly to the desired publication.
2. **Search All Secondary Sources**: Search the entire collection of secondary source materials using the Global Search Box.
3. **Search a Subset of Secondary Sources**: Use Filters, alone or in any combination, to narrow the publication list to search within those titles most relevant to your research needs.
4. **Search Selected Publications**: Use the Checkboxes next to the publication names to select specific publications to search at any time.
Using Filters to Find Relevant Publications

Secondary Sources publications are organized and presented alphabetically. Publication filters allow you to narrow the complete list of all secondary sources by: topic, jurisdiction, publication type, publication series, and subscription inclusion. These filters can be used independently or simultaneously in any combination that addresses your needs. The more filters that are applied, the more targeted the publication list will become.

For example, applying the *Family Law, California*, and *Texts and Treatises* filters will return all publications that specifically fit these criteria while excluding publications that do not, providing unmatched flexibility and control over the Secondary Source collection.

If the desired scope of the publication list surfaces many publications, you can elect to display additional entries by expanding the number of results displayed per page.

Using and Adding Publications to the Favorite Publications Widget

You can access your favorite individual publications directly from the Secondary Sources library page via the Favorite Publications widget. Any secondary source publication that you have added as a Favorite will appear in the Favorites widget for quick and easy access. To add a publication to the widget, click the *Add to Favorites* link on the publication’s main page.

The creation of a custom page will allow you to save a larger, customer grouping of publications of interest for browsing and searching, for example, all Rutter California Practice Guides.
Using the Scope Screen to Gain Publication Details

To learn more about a publication, you can use the **Scope** icon located next to a publication’s title. The information presented will include a summary of the contents of the publication, a list of authors, coverage/currency information, and related references.

**Tips for Getting the Most from the New Library Experience**

- If there is a specific publication you are looking for, use the Type Ahead functionality to go directly to the desired publication.
- Use the publications filter before searching and browsing. The more filters applied, the more targeted the publication list will be to your specific needs at that time.
- Use the check boxes to select any combination of publications across which to run your search query.
- Add any secondary source publications that you use frequently to your Favorites for them to appear in the Favorites widget found at the top of the Secondary Sources Library page.
- Refer to the Secondary Sources Scope screen (by clicking the icon immediately below the Secondary Sources page title) for additional detail and helpful reminders.

**LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION?**

Westlaw is available on the Web at [next.westlaw.com](http://next.westlaw.com).
For assistance using Westlaw, call **1-800-WESTLAW** (1-800-937-8529).
For free reference materials, visit [legalsolutions.com/westlaw-support](http://legalsolutions.com/westlaw-support).